We demonstrate how a single scanning voltage probe can be used to map the local conductivity and current density in a thin film with no a priori knowledge of the geometry of the electrical contacts. With state-of-the-art scanning voltage probes, under appropriate conditions such mapping should be possible down to nanometer scales. The technique requires two non-colinear voltage scans. When only one voltage map is available, determination of the conductivity is not possible because the solution to the governing equation is not unique. The only restriction on the technique is that the sheet conductivity is a local function of position.
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Determination of the local variations in the properties of materials is important in both science and technology. For example, these variations are important in understanding the spatially averaged macroscopic properties of a material and, in particular, in understanding the microscopic processes from which the macroscopic properties emerge. They can also reveal new physical effects. For these reasons characterization of the of size and nature of inhomogeneities in a material is an important part of materials physics. [1] [2] [3] [4] The revolution in local scanning probes has greatly enhanced the ability to locally characterize materials in all sorts of ways. However, only recently have reliable means of measuring the electrical transport potential of thin films become practical on the nanoscale, and these advances have opened up the study of transport processes on these very short length scales [5] [6] [7] [8] . However, determination of the local sheet conductivity σ(x, y) using these potential probes has proved intractable due to the presumed need to know indepedently the local sheet current density.
In this Letter we show that provided that the relationship between the sheet current density j(x, y) and the electric field E(x, y) (defined as the gradient of the electro-chemical potential) is local (i.e., j(x, y) = σ(x, y) E(x, y)), a single scanning voltage probe can be used to infer spatial variation of the local conductivity with no a priori knowledge of the current distribution. The spatial resolution of the conductivity map is limited by the spatial resolution of the potential measurement and can be on the nanoscale using the highest resolution scanning potentiometers. The possible applications of this technique range from the practical (e.g., determining the local doping of a semiconductor [9] ) to the exotic (e.g., identifying very high temperature trace superconductivity, which is important in the search for higher temperature superconductors).
Existing methods of mapping local conductivity include: (1) micro four-point measurements, using either * beasley@stanford.edu four independent scanning probes [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] or monolithic four-point probes in which all four probes are fabricated on a common substrate that is then scanned as a single unit [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] ; and (2) scanning microwave impedance microscopy [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , in which the local complex impedance of the sample is measured and from which the local conductivity can be determined. Both approaches in effect measure the average conductivity over the size of the probe. The micro four-point probe methods typically have sub-micron spatial resolution and the determination of the conductivity is straightforward. The most advanced scanning microwave impedance probes have 50nm resolution [23] but require simulation/calculation in order to convert the measured impedance signal to the local conductivity [25] . All of these approaches involve a surface measurement and therefore are most appropriate for measuring thin films or surface properties.
More specifically, the approach proposed here is a fourpoint potentiometric measurement in which three of the probes are fixed macroscopic contacts, and the fourth is either a scanning tunneling potentiometer tip [6, 8, [26] [27] [28] or a scanning conducting atomic force microscope tip [29] [30] [31] [32] . The approach is insensitive to the exact shape and/or location of the fixed contacts. It also permits determination of the local sheet current density as a function of position as well as the conductivity. If the transport is nonlocal, then it applies only on length scales larger than the kernel that describes the nonlocality. In particular, at short enough length scales (e.g., on atomic length scales) the transport will surely become nonlocal and even the meaning of the measured transport potential (here taken as the electro-chemical potential) becomes a complex issue [33] . Establishing experimentally at what length scale our formalism breaks down would be an interesting physical result.
The equation governing local transport is:
where U is the local transport potential, and j, σ and U are all assumed henceforth to be functions of position.
The most common application of equation (1) is to calculate the local variation of U (x, y) for a given σ(x, y) At a specific point, the local electric fields are not parallel, and ∇(ln σ) is fixed at each position from equation (2), hence the solution of σ is unique.
in the presence of a transport current applied through current contacts of known geometry. Such calculations are straightforward and well defined. On the other hand, in our case, it is only the local variation of U (x, y) that is known, and one wants to determine σ(x, y) and j(x, y). If only a single measurement of U (x, y) is available, there is no unique solution for σ(x, y) unless other assumptions are made. [34] However, as we show below, if U (x, y) is known for two (non parallel) configurations of the applied current, a unique solution for σ(x, y) can be determined, and this is the basis of the method for local conductivity mapping being presented in this Letter .
Let us now turn to a more formal discussion of these issues. First rewrite equation (1) in the form:
Here U 0 is the local transport voltage measured for a single configuration of the applied current. The reason why the above equation does not have a unique solution for σ is now clear. The equation only determines the projection of gradient ∇(ln σ) onto the local electric field ∇U 0 . There is no information about the variation of σ in the direction perpendicular to ∇U 0 . Stated more formally, the case above leads to the situation that if σ 1 is a solution to equation (2) , solution σ 2 can also be a solution as long as:
A simple example of the previous situation is the following. Suppose the measured local voltage variation is in the form:
where E is the electric field on the sample due to the current through the sample. In this case the measured U 0 is a slanted plane in (x, y) space. Does this mean the conductivity is homogeneous in the sample? The answer is no, because one solution to equation (1) is:
where f is any function of coordinate y. From this example, it can be seen that while the conductivity variation along the electric field lines is fixed by the measured voltage (equation (2)), this variation is free when crossing different electric field lines, hence a non-unique solution for σ. In equation (2), the solution can be uniquely fixed if σ is known along a curve not parallel to the electric field. However, this is already an assumption on the variation of σ, which ideally should be avoided because σ is the variable to be solved.
The capability of obtaining a conductivity map from voltage scans without any assumptions about σ can be realized if at least two scans, U 1 and U 2 , are performed with currents in different directions through the sample (see Fig. 1 ). Note that in equation (2), the gradient ∇(ln σ) is only free in one direction (perpendicular to the local electric field), and that if another voltage variation is measured, with a different current direction, such that the projection of this gradient onto another direction is also obtained, the gradient will be entirely fixed, hence a unique solution of σ(x, y) will be possible.
Let us calculate the gradient ∇(ln σ) explicitly. From the two voltage scans U 1 and U 2 , one obtains:
Here, σ(x, y) is a property of the sample and therefore independent of the direction of the current. Thus, denoting −∇U 1,2 as E 1,2 , one gets:
From the above equation, the gradient field ∇(ln σ) can be calculated at each location from the measured voltage maps, and hence σ can be calculated from:
which determines σ(x, y) up to an arbitrary scale factor σ(x 0 , y 0 ). This scale factor can be obtained from other measurements, e.g., spatially averaged macroscopic (9), sampling is more sparse than actual calculated data density; and (f) calculated σ(x, y) from the gradient field in (e), according to equation (10) .
transport measurement. Given σ(x, y) and E(x, y), the local current density j(x, y) can also be determined.
For pedagogical purposes and to show how even the simplest algorithm can be used to analyze potential maps, we now present a numerical example of the above approach. The local conductivity variation was arbitrarily chosen to have a non-trivial shape for these demonstration purposes, specifically:
and two simulations were carried out for voltage drops largely in x and y directions, respectively ( Fig. 2(b) and (c)). In order to provide simulated potential data, we calculated U from the given σ(x, y), the boundary conditions are constant voltages along left/right boundaries for Fig. 2(b) , and constant voltages along top/bottom boundaries for Fig. 2(c) . The other two boundaries are assumed to have Neumann type conditionsn · ∇U = 0 for convenience. Note, however, that our procedure for obtaining σ(x, y) from the two voltage maps does not depend on boundary conditions (i.e., no information from the boundary conditions is required). From the calculated local electric field distribution ( Fig. 2(d) ), one can see that the local conductivity variation causes significant disturbance to the voltage variation, nonetheless, the electric fields at each point are not parallel, hence equation (9) can be used to calculate the gradient field ∇(ln σ) from these electric field vectors and ∇ 2 U 1,2 , which are also numerically calculated from both voltage variations (see Fig. 2(e) ).
Finally, from the gradient field ∇(ln σ), equation (10) was used to calculate the variation σ(x, y), plotted in Fig.  2(f) . Comparison between Fig. 2(a) and (f) immediately reveals the success in recovering σ(x, y) from the two voltage maps. Again, note that only the two voltage maps were used to calculate σ(x, y), without any assumptions on the variation of σ(x, y) itself. Because the conductivity variation is determined up to an arbitrary scale, in plotting Fig. 2(f) we have scaled the calculated result to the assumption in (a) for convenience of comparison.
Note that the methodology presented here for determining the local sheet conductivity is not optimized for considerations such as discontinuities in the local conductivity (e.g., a grain boundary) or anisotropy in the material properties. These will require a more elaborate theoretical treatment. Also, we have not considered the practical matter of the effect of noise in the measurement. Finally, as already noted, the breakdown of our methodology at very short length scales would provide a direct measurement of the onset of non-locality in the transport.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that by using two voltage maps with currents in directions at an angle, variations in the local sheet conductivity and local distribution of the sheet current density can be mapped without any a priori assumptions about the conductivity itself.
